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Abstract
Recognizing recent advances in technology in the field of mathematics education is our priority in this literature
review. In order to conduct the analysis, we used Internet search engines with keywords related to basic paradigm
use such as autonomous learning, technology supported mathematic learning and reviewed some of the major
international journals, including those in Indonesian. The key emphasis of the fundamental paradigm of
mathematical technology such as autonomous learning and the application of mathematical class technology The
study concludes by discussing some of the implications of this technology for mathematical education study and
practice, as well as making some suggestions for future research in this area.
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INTRODUCTION
At first, the spread of the coronavirus had a major effect on the economic environment, which
was beginning to decline, but now the impact of the world of education is also being felt (WHO,
2020). By closing all educational activities, the policies taken by many countries, including
Indonesia, have made the government and related institutions have to present an alternative
educational mechanism for students and students who are unable to carry out the educational
process in educational institutions (Wajdi et al., 2020). Activities involving groups of people,
such as going to school, work, worship, and so on, are now beginning to be reduced. To
minimize the number of patients exposed to Covid-1919, the government has appealed to work,
research and worship from home (Wajdi et al., 2020). Minister Nadiem Anwar Makarim has
released Law No. 3 of 2020 on the Education Unit and No. 36962 / MPK.A / HK / 2020 on the
implementation of education during the Covid-19 period on the implementation of online
learning.
With the advent of the pandemic of Covid-19, teaching and learning practices that were initially
carried out in schools have now become online learning at home. Online learning is performed
according to each school's skills (Stern, 2018). Digital tools such as Google classrooms, zoom,
video conferencing, telephone or live chat, and others can be used for online learning (Lin et
al., 2017). But what is certain to be done is to delegate tasks by tracking the teacher's mentoring
through WhatsApp groups so that kids really understand (Fook et al., 2011). Then, in
collaboration with parents, the teacher often works from home via video calls or pictures of
children's learning experiences at home to ensure contact between teacher and parents.
METHOD
In order to create the survey, we relied on three sources of information: (1) international
research papers, including Indonesian journals, (2) search engines with keywords relating to
mathematics education, and (3) the knowledge of the authors in this paper of the fields
surveyed. Then picked and selected all sorces as the basis for describing the perspective of this
report.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Autonomous Learning and Technology in mathematic
Currently, the notion of autonomous learning is rooted in the idea of adult education.
Independent research is also sufficient for all levels of age (Avani, 2017). In other words, in
order to improve student performance and skills, independent learning is ideal for all levels of
education, both in middle and elementary schools.
Independent learning can be defined as an active learning experience motivated by the aim or
motive of mastering a skill to solve a problem and building on the information or skills you
already have (Garrison, 1997)
Independence is very important in learning activities, since independence is a personal attitude
that every individual requires. Students tend to learn better with freedom, are able to easily
track, measure and coordinate their learning, save time efficiently, can guide and control
themselves in thinking and acting, and do not feel emotionally dependent on other people (Silen
& Uhlin, 2008)
Learning mathematics is closely related to mathematical thinking (Nurfitriyanti, 2016).
Thinking mathematically with regard to the selection of the sets of mathematical elements, and
these sets become the elements of the new, more complex sets and so on (Codding et al., 2011).
Learning mathematics must be gradual, starting from the basics in accordance with the essence
of mathematics that mathematics is a science that studies objects of thought that are still
abstract. So that in learning mathematics students must be taught slowly starting from the
concrete then the abstract one, hence the autonomous learning in mathematic is really
needed(Delina et al., 2018)
In promoting autonomous learning, various teaching approaches focused on information and
communication technology started to be used so that students could take advantage of
technology in learning activities (De Smet et al., 2012). This method of teaching can allow
students to understand the relationship between concepts better. Multi-media networking media
(internet) that can be linked at any time, so that students can take advantage of educational
programs available on the Internet network at any time according to their spare time, so that
they can resolve the space and time constraints they face in seeking learning tools (Robla et al.,
2014).
Technology in Mathematics Learning
The ideal learning of mathematics must pay attention to variations in the pace of thought, power
of struggle, learning styles of children, desires, and motives of children (Raghubar et al., 2010).
Since the online method is a modern method of learning, and there are several challenges, a
teacher of mathematics must be able to generate imagination so that the learning process
remains enjoyable and effective. (Jardine et al., 2018)
The efficacy of distance learning would be calculated by three factors. Technology first. In this
scenario, teachers and students need to have convenient access to the network in the shortest
possible time. Second, the features of teachers. In the success of online learning, the teacher as
a teacher plays a significant role. Fourth, the features of the learners themselves. Each student
has particular features that the instructor must recognize (M. Te Wang & Degol, 2017).
Complex characteristics that require high abstraction capacity require teachers of mathematics
to choose the best approach to material delivery; the aspects that need to be understood are (1)
knowledge is not passively acknowledged. Information is actively developed or discovered by
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children. (2) Through a process of reflection on the skills and abilities gained physically and
mentally, students construct new knowledge (M. Te Wang et al., 2016).
They think and reason to find patterns, connections, and trends, and generalizations and
abstractions are made. In this situation, the child must be actively engaged both with himself
and with others, including teachers and appropriate sources, in reflection, conversation, or
debate. All components of mathematics learning, namely the existence of content that is
suitable for learning goals, appropriate learning methods, the existence of discussion platforms,
tasks, and tasks, must be able to accommodate the option of online media (International
Telecommunications Union, 2017).
You may use a web, blog, moodle, or learning management system to embed online
Mathematics learning materials (LMS). You can use current learning media, such as Moodle,
G Suite, Quipper, Zenius, Edmodo, or many more, in this case (Mtebe, 2015). Paying attention
to respondents via the booth of the chat forum, or using the booth of the participant in the LMS.
You should pay attention to the shape of teaching materials that are appropriate for the learning
style of the child, namely in the form of text or video lessons, for material packaging.
It is possible to use face-to-face media, such as Zoom, Webex, Skype, Google Meet, Hangout
and many others. Face to face can also be carried out indirectly by showing teaching materials
loaded with the voice of the teacher concerned in the form of words or power points. Digital
whiteboards prepared by Zoom, Webex or PowerPoint media will take advantage of face-toface mathematics learning (Q. Wang et al., 2012).
In the learning process, the thing that is no less important is evaluation. The test consists of an
information and skills assessment. Assessment may be done directly in a video conference or
using Quiz media, scholarship, google forms, word quiz, Kahoot, or others. Online evaluation
may be carried out by assigning participants to video-discuss issues from the related national
examination questions or entry selection exams for state universities (De Smet et al., 2012).
CONCLUSION
Leaning math with technology is a new paradigm of the current trend in teaching as well as the
new solution during the covid 19. The autonomous learning concept will be the one
considerable aspect in using the technology in learning math. face-to-face media, such as Zoom,
Skype, Google Meet, Hangout and many others are many of the platform that can help the
teacher in learning math.
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